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Summary
A new t)pe of (reduced) point averagemolecular weight, lr, is described. Several interesting
propertiesare developed:(i) l' (cell base)-reducedweight averagemolecularweightover the whole cell,
Ai; $i) A' (meniscus)= ,4- (meniscus);(iid)A. (zero conc€ntration)= reducednumber averagemolecular
weight,,rlo (meniscus).In addition, its usefulne-ss
in extracting the meniscusconcentration,{a), and in
examining heterogeneoussystemssuch as mucus glycoproteins, are discussed.The evaluation and
applicationof l* requiresonly simple computationalfacilities, without the use for large-scalemultiple
data acquisitionand recyclingtechniques.
Key words: point averagemolecular weight; meniscusconcentration; heterogeneoussystem; mucus
glycoprotein.

Introduction
In an earlier report [] a new type of
analysing macromolecular distributions
was introduced. It was stated that M*,
(see below), can be determined relatively

point average molecular weight, M*(r),
f.or
in sedimentation equilibrium experiments

or more conveniently the reduced forml*
simply provided that a reliable estimate for
the meniscus concentration,
"(a), could be found, and a relation was derived
equating l*(r)
at the cell base (D) with the reduced weight average molecular weight
over the whole cell, l|.
We present here simulations which show that the method of
extrapolating A*(r) to the cell base in order to find l[
represents an improvement
on methods used hitherto. Two new relations are derived. The first equates A*(r) at
the meniscus (A*(a))
to the reduced weight average molecular weight at the
meniscus (A*(a)) and simulations are given which confirm this. Secondly we equate
the hypothetical quantity A*(r) at zero concentration (A*(J =0)) to the reduced
number average molecular weight at the meniscus, l"(a).
Although the requirements
on the precision of experimental data are still severe, extrapolation of l*(r)
as a
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procedure for obtaininr A^(a) is shown to represeirt an improvement on other
methods. It follows necessarilythat the approximation A*(a)=An(a) is only valid
for single-soluteor pseudo-single-solutesystems.Nonetheless, the properties of the
l*(r) function are seen to be advantageous for analysing systems that are both
polydisperse and non-ideal, characteristics pre-eminent amongst polysaccharides and
mucus glycoproteins.
The A*(r) function
In the mathematical analysis of ultracentrifugation, molecular weights are often
'reduced'
to a standard form, facilitating comparison irrespective of the conditions
of each particular experiment. Here we follow the convention of Rinde tzl bv
defining the relation between the reduced molecular weight, Ar, and its true value,
Mi, by the equation

(r)

2RT

where the symbols have their usual significance.
If it is assumed (as is often justifiable) that the parrial specific volumes, u-,,of the
various solute components are all equal, then direct interconversion between A and
M is possible. It must be emphasised, however, that the quantity l, alone is
determinable from the ultracentrifuge.
- Denoting absolute concentrations (in terms of fringes) as ,t-and concentrations
relative to that at the meniscus as,1 (thus J(r)=J(a)+j(r)).
the fundamental
differential equation of sedimentation equilibrium may be manipulated to give
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A^(r)
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where ln is the reduced number averagemolecular weight. we define the new type
of reduced averagemolecular weight A* by the expression
j(r)
A*(r)

:- J ( r )
_ J(o)
A"(r)
A^(o)

Thus the formal definition of l*(r)

a * 1 )=

(3)
is

A"(r).A^(o)

g ^ 1 o ). J ( r ) - , t " ( r ) J ( a ) l

'i(r)

(4)

and hence Eqn. 2 becomes
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l*(r)
is thus easily determinable once .f(a) is found, although it is clear that
experimental precision must diminish at low values of 7.

Extraction of J(a)
For associating or very polydisperse systems such as mucus glycoproteins, in
which the l*(r) function is likely to be of most use, a meniscus depletion type of
experiment where "(a) = 0 is at best unsuitable [3], or more commonly, impossible
to carry out. This is becauseat speedswhere J(a) can be made to approach zero, a
significant proportion of the macromolecular component is concentrated at the cell
base beyond the resolving power of the optical system [4,5]. Accordingly, to ensure
that optical registration extends to the cell base, a speed must be chosen at which
"I(a) remains finite and significant: a method for the general determination of "/(a)
must therefore be devised. Although a variety of methods exist, they depend on
factors such as conservation of cell contents, auxiliary initial concentration measurements or the use of boundary-forming cells, which may be unreliable, inconvenient
or unavailable: simple mathematical manipulations (summarisedby Creeth and Pain
[6]) are strictly applicable only to single solutes. A method that depends only on the
data necessarily recorded in the experiment itself is required: such an approach is
possible in terms of the l* function, although the limitations will be apparent. Eqn.
5 has the lirniting form
l

l i m', , - o , f- ; -

i

\r'-a'l

\

l: A.(o)J(o)

(6)

A graph of j/(r2 - a2; vs. l[rjdr/(r2 - a2; therefore has a limiting slope of 2A*(a)
and an intercept of A*(a)J(a): hence both "r(a) and A*(a) are in principle
determinable from the slope and intercept [7,8]. However, the slope at r>a is
greater than the value given (except for single solute systems) and the equation gives
no guidance as to the functional dependence. Nonetheless the advent of on-line
fringe data processing[9] and advanced statistical packages(NAG) [0] may enable
reasonably accurate values of J(a) and A*(a) to be obtained. However, at present
the most common method of data collection is still that of manual plate reading
using a microcomparator. Simulations of model mixed-solute systems shows that
over the upper one-third of the cell at an appropriate speed a linear extrapolation
gives ,r(a) to better than l5%. As speeds are such that J(a'1 is approximately 0.5
(A;o0.6 "*-t),
this is quite adequate for most purposes.For mucus glycoproteins,
a parabolic fit is often better. Teller et al. I I I ] list other manipulations of the integral
which similarly yield {a).

Determination of the concentration of the cell base
Eqn. 5, written for the cell base, b, becomes
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i(b) =r(a)(b2-o')+zl),ia,
A*(b)

(7)

The expression for the (reduced) weight average molecular weight over the whole
cell, denoted l$, is
^,*"- _ J ( b ) - J ( o )
t o ( b ,- i )

-_

j(b)
J r ( b ,- " r )

(8)

Since"I(b) - J(a) is simplyj(b), and the usual conservationof rnassequationis
Jo(b'- a2172=l! rJdr, it followssimply that
(9)

A"(b)=a"

It was noted earlier [] that extrapolation of A*(r) to b would probably be a more
satisfactory way of finding l] than the hitherto used extrapolation of ln -I and the
application of Eqn. 8 [2]. The difficulty in applying the latter method is a reflection
of the fact that no simple function is known that accurately reproduces the
behaviour of the actual curve (cf. Donnelly [3]).
Becausel*(r) varies relatively little with r, it provides a much less sensitive
extrapolation function than j, ,I or ln "I. Since measurement of concentration cannot
be made at the base itself, some form of extrapolation is essential, and a least-squares
parabolic fit of A*(r) vs. (b2 - r2), extrapolated to zero, appearsto be most suitable.
This method has been adopted for several examples in Table l. It is seen to bear out
the contention that M$ is found significantly more accurately than by extrapolation
of ln,I. The rather extreme case III, where the concentration rises very sharply near
the base of the cell (cf. the values quoted in Ref. l) is seen to be beyond the powers
of either extrapolation procedure.
It is also worth noting that it is then unnecessary to determine "Io(the cell loading
concentration) as a separate procedure: this procedure is not only time consuming
but gives a value which may not reflect entirely the total concentration of species
TABLE I
COMPARISON
OF M; VALUESOBTAINEDVIA (ln J or M*) EXTRAPOLATIONS
IV
lnJ
M*
Theoret.
System I
System II
System III
System IV
System V

6 . 5 91
. 05
6.64.105
6.67.l}s

4.'73.106
4 . 8 71
. 06
4 . 8 41
. 06

2 . 4 51. 0 6
2 . 7 .7r c 6
3.02.106

2.15.t06
2.63.rc6
3.02.106

2 comp. mixt., Mr=3Mi
ci=0.167 ci (Mr:5-10')
Very pofydisperse (log-normal; o/log M * = 0.044;
M =1- 15.106)
I s o d e s m i ca s s n .c = l , k = 2 ( M r = S . l O s )
As III but with fringe data with ,t2p standard error
Single solute. M = 5. 105, fringe data with ::t 2p standard error

4.99.105
5.00.105
5.00.105
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resolved by the qptical system. The integration lJdr2 however is free from this
objection and has already been performed, of course, during the data processing.

Determination of the weight average molecular weight at the meniscus
Another useful property of the A* function is apparent if we consider its
behaviour as r 1 a. From Eqn. 4, the relation tends to 0/0, but from I'H6pital's rule,
differentiation gives the limiting value of l* as

le^(o))'

lim
' 1 " ' ^lf j -."
o --

A^(o) - l(a)al^(,

- a)/d j

(10)

Now, from Eqn.27 of Wales [4]:

o ':
M*(,)= M^(r)+ M*(r)
#)t''
Rearranging and using the simple identities
and d.7t: d"I,

x(d ln x/dlny):ydx/dy
'M-(
' - n \r\
'/

='3\'), *

td M.^(r)

M*(r)

dj

or, in terms of the corresponding reduced quantities,
l'"(r),JdA^(r)

.r \
An\,)=;Jn*o;-

(l l)

and hence

dA,(r) _
dj

A^(r)-ffi
(r2)

Thus

I dA"(a\

_ , q ^ ( a ) ( e z ^ (/a' a) * ( a ) )

id/'),'=T

(r3)

Substituting into Eqn. l0 we find
A*(o) = A*(a)

(14)
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It is seen therefore that extrapolation of M*(r) to the meniscus provides a
method of estimating M*(a). The method outlined earlier for determining an
estimate for J(a) also therefore yields a (less accurate) estimate for M*(a). Eqn. l4
has been verified by computer simulation for single solute, monomer-trimer and
isodesmically associating systems. The value of M*(a) can be used to obtain an
estimate for the z average molecular weight for the cell, Mi [61.

Determination of the number average molecular weight at the meniscus, M.(a)
Teller [[l5] has described two independent methods for obtaining M^(a), the
number average molecular weight at the meniscus.The simplest is to approximate
M^(a) to the weight average molecular weight at the meniscus, M*(a) [6]. Our
simulations have shown, however, that this is only applicable to systems of limited
heterogeneity and may well be very poor for ideal isodesmically associating systems
(the discrepancy can be of the order of 25%). The assumption may, however, be
applicable to certain non-ideal isodesmically associating systems where the effects of
non-ideality and association roughly counteract to give a system that is a pseudo-ideal
single solute. Such a system has apparently been found for a bronchial glycoprotein
from a cystic fibrotic [7].
,Alternatively, Teller [l5,18]has shown by finite difference calculus that a graph of
-J(a)/A"(a)
at ,I:O (although ,I is nowhere
l[i Jd,r vs. "/ can be extrapolated to
'low
zero in an actual
speed' experiment and can never be exactly zero in a 'high
speed' experiment).
It can be simply shown that

=2I"''Jd'
l"','to"
and hence there follows from [5]:
[" Jdr,

Jo'

A*\,

(ls)
)

Equivalently, from Eqn. 1, a plot of j/M*(r)
vs. "I should extrapolate to
-J(a)/M"(a) atJ:0.
It is clearly evident from Fig. l, however,that an extrapolation of j/M*(r)
must provide an estimate of M^(a) which is very susceptible to
error.
However, rearranging Eqn. 15,

A*(r): -;l
l',Jdr'
and hence it is also evident that, sinceT(.f :0) : -.(a)

and

ti,:
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Fig. l. Use of Tellcr's [l] method for estimating the number average molecular weight at the meniscus,
M"(a) (see text for details). The Rayleigh fringe data from which the ordinate values were obtained were
for a synthetic isodesmically associating system (system III of Table l), precise to 0. Ip. The extrapolation
is seen to be insensitive to M"(a). True M"(a)=fQgQ1Q.

I ","01

at,I= o - J(a)/ A ^(a)

we find A* (J : 0) = A,(a), or equivalently M*(J - 0) : M"(a).
M*(r) is plotted as a function of ,I for an isodesmic association in Fig.2. It is
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Fig.2. Use of the M' function for estimating the numbcr and weight average molecular weights at the
True
meniscus. The Rayleigh fringe data are the same as that used for Fig. l. True M"(a)=608010.
M-(a)=715 969.

t.0

M*

x10
Jl a l =0 . 1 1 6

Fig.3. As Fig.2 but the fringe data used had synthetic normal pseudorandom error of lrr standard
deviation.

immediately apparent that the extrapolation of M*(r) to ,I: 0 for obtaining M"(a)
may have some advantage over the method of Teller. The figure clearly shows that
M*(J = 0): M^(a) and also M*(a\:
M-(a). In Fig. 3 we present an extrapolation
from the same simulated data but with synthetic error of I p standard deviation on
the fringe data points (about the precision of an automatic plate reader) [19,20].
The extrapolation, like that of Teller's is, however, strongly dependent on an

t.0

M.

x10
Jlrl=0.19{

J
Fig. 4. As Fig. 2 but with an assumed error of + t0% in the estimate for the meniscus concentrarion "/(a ).
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adequate estimate for the meniscus concentration J(a). Fig.4 reveals that errors in
J(a) of ca. l0% (= 6p) can lead to a corresponding error in the estimate f.or M^(a)
of ca. l2%. Precise determinations of number average molecular weights for associating systemswill depend therefore on accurate determinations of "f(a) [ l].

Discussion
In an ideal world one would like to have the facilities for reading clearly
defined-laser generated fringe patterns on line (or off line via magnetic tape) into a
large computer 19,19,201.
Multiple data acquisition (M.D.A.), appropriate averaging
and statistically weighted smoothing are the only real means of isolating signal from
noise. M.D.A. is virtually impossible with manual methods and simple 'desktop'
computing facilities, and one purpose of this communication is to attempt to
improve the limits on the kind of systems which may usefully be handled by the
simplest kind of measuring procedures and data processing. One can reasonably say
that the l* function does represent an improvement on hitherto used methods for
the extraction of Ml, M*(a),Mi, M^(a) and hence point number averagemolecular
weight, M,(r), data.
In analysing systems that are polydisperse, non-ideal thermodynamically or
associating,various diagnostic relationships and plots involving M,(r) and M*(r)
prove most useful [5,21]. we are cur;ently investigating the applicability of these
methods to mucus glycoproteins: these substances are apparently polydisperse,
non-ideal and self-associating, and hence the properties of the l* function described
in this study will prove invaluable. Ultimately the extraction of accurate l* values
will depend on improved procedures for obtaining J(a), and we are currently
investigating iterative methods based on the constraints that A*(a)=A_(a)
and
A*(r) < A*(r).

Simplified description of the method and its advantages
In this study some interesting and important properties of a new type of point average molecular
weight have been described. Relations have been derived relating this new point average with (i) the cell
weight average molecular weight, (ii) the weight average molecular weight ar the meniscus and (iii) the
number average molecular weiSht ar the meniscus. Extensive simulations have shown that it provides
improved estimates for these p:uameters and hence also the number and z cell average molecular weights.
Its use will prove helpful in characterising heterogeneous and non-ideal systems without necessarily large
computational facilities.
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